Integrated solutions from AT&T

Strategic, integrated solutions
backed by expertise
Dedicated to digital transformation for your industry
Key benefits:
• Customer focused – We’re
always listening to what
you need
• Expertise – Team of highly
skilled, technically sound
subject matter experts

Integrated solutions from AT&T provide flexible
options for your digital transformation that are
designed to fit the unique needs of your business.
As your business evolves and your business needs change, the
integrated solutions team is here for you. With experience across all
industries, we understand your business demands and deliver the right
insights, guidance, and solutions for you—helping you tackle today’s
challenges and seize tomorrow’s opportunities.
We are a global force of solutions specialists and industry experts
relentlessly focused on your business needs. We use our unmatched
experience to help you manage complexity and fuel your digital
transformation through thoughtful guidance, integrated solutions, and
impeccable execution at the speed of your business.
Our team are experts at solving business challenges and helping you
navigate complexity. We’re dedicated to finding the solutions that are
best for your business to reach your goals. Our focus is on how
communications, connectivity, and technology can deliver business
outcomes. With experts based in the countries and regions important
for your business, we can deliver a smooth and efficient digital
transformation. AT&T Business is here for you – a single company
capable of managing multiple vendors, solutions, and architectures
simultaneously. We manage the complexity every step of the way.

• Integration – End-to-end
vision for your solution to
meet your business needs
while leveraging existing
infrastructure to protect
your investments
• Simplifying complexity –
Advise, architect, design,
integrate, deploy, govern,
optimize, and manage every
aspect of your solution
• Accountability – Unified
approach with one vendor
under a single contract
• Speed and execution –
Delivering the expected
solution on-time
and on-budget
• Risk reduction – In every phase
of your digital transformation
through our knowledge,
experience, and capabilities.
• Global availability – With
teams based in EMEA, APAC,
LATAM, and North America
that understand the nuances
of rules, regulations, and
cultures in each location
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Strategic solutions offered from integrated solutions include:
• Network, edge, and cloud solutions – Organizations must continue to evolve their network infrastructure to meet
the growing demands of application and real-time collaboration services. With the acceleration of remote and
at-home work, coupled with cloud transformation, we modernize the core and edge network infrastructure to
deliver the most efficient and cost-effective global application services needed by your employees and partners.
Our expertise spans all of the leading software-defined networking (SD-WAN) platforms, and as advisors to you,
we can help you find the right balance of hybrid and multi-cloud connectivity solutions. In partnership with our
cybersecurity organization, we also help ensure the evolution of your network and cloud architecture to deliver
“as-a-service” capabilities that are highly secure and adaptive to user roles and personas.
• IoT, 5G, and mobile edge solutions – Our Internet of Things (IoT), 5G, and mobile edge solutions help your
business drive operational efficiency and adapt to an increasingly mobilized world – improving market position
and driving increased revenue streams. Based on your needs, we collaborate with your company to define and
build solutions centered on frameworks that connect business strategies to outcomes while driving innovation
forward. We identify catalysts for business transformation, customer engagement, and other opportunities for
change. Our solutions framework helps you maintain focus on the important business metrics that transform
IoT and cellular from just connectivity or cost of goods to a return on investment, including:
• Lifecycle management to streamline and optimize the mobility ecosystem from procurement to logistics
and end-user support.
• A service subscription or pay-as-you-go model that optimizes investments in mobile technology and
streamlines technology upgrades.
By engaging with us, you can reduce the risks associated with cutting-edge projects while also benefiting from
our strategic and experienced perspective to move at the speed of your business.
• Voice, collaboration, and contact center solutions – We offer a comprehensive portfolio of voice and
collaboration expertise and contact center platforms which enable a holistic program for you. We call this our
voice and collaboration “ecosystem” approach. This is exercised in a phased manner so you realize incremental
benefits and ensure a consistent, secure, cost effective, and highly performing infrastructure.
Starting with SIP transformation, we help you complete your TDM-to-IP-based voice migration, including
readiness of the network and adoption of hosted and cloud-based services. AT&T Business can help address
state and federal compliance needs for emergency dialing (“E911”). Our expertise in collaboration solutions helps
you realize the “future of work” by maximizing employee experiences and productivity for work at home and
making the most of cloud services. We take a holistic approach, including end-to-end considerations for mobile
endpoints and workflow integrations. Finally, we have the expertise to help you plan and transform your contact
center to deliver greater automation and omni-channel engagement for improved customer experience.
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• Cybersecurity – Integrated solutions specializes in offering vendor platforms or service-based solutions in a
variety of key focus areas, including:
• Managed security solutions – Proactive management and monitoring security solutions for all network
devices (firewall, LAN switches, wide-area network (WAN) routers, DNS, DHCP servers, and other devices) and
applications security. Security information and event management (SIEM) tools are also utilized for
monitoring for NOC/SOC management.
• Endpoint management – For end-user devices including 24x7 intrusion detection and prevention systems.
• Threat management solutions – 24x7 vigilance to prevent cyberattacks, detect cyber threats, and respond to
security incidents and its remediation. These solutions include IoT devices, end user, and network devices.
• Two-factor authentication solutions – Secure access for remote workers to applications in the private or
public cloud environments for identity and access management (IAM).
• Cloud-based security services – Cloud security solutions for different categories of cloud computing such as
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) or Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS). The services also include data loss
prevention (DLP), Cloud Access Security Broker (CASB), URL filtering, and others.
• Voice Call Authentication Services (CAS) – A cloud-based CAS using APIs with other data sources to gain
additional insight and information regarding the calling number. It is offered for Customer Contact Center
Voice Call Authentication.

Industry focused
We have subject matter experts dedicated to solving business challenges with technology solutions within your industry:

Healthcare

Financial services

Sports and entertainment

Manufacturing

Public sector

Professional services

Transportation

Oil, gas, and utilities

Retail

The AT&T integrated solution team is ready to assist on your digital transformation journey.
We have a pulse on the latest and greatest innovations to drive your business forward – bringing
the technology and expertise to stay ahead of the competition and meet your business goals.

Contact your AT&T Business account representative today to learn more
or call 866.415.0949.
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